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PHOTOSHOP:
LAYER TECHNIQUES

Simon Danaher explains how you can use Photoshop’s Layering

features such as Adjustment Layers, Layer Styles and Layer Paths to 

create an illustration or graphic element.

ILLUSTRATION

ON THE CD
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CONSTRAINING CIRCLES
To constrain to a circle when adding a selection release the S

key and press it again while continuing to hold the mouse button
down. The selection will be added, and it will be constrained.

COLOUR SHORT CUTS
O-[delete] fills the current layer or selection with the
foreground colour, while C-[delete] fills it with the 
background colour.

CONSTRAINING MARQUEES
To constrain a marquee selection to a circle (or a square using the
other marquee tool) hold the S key while dragging. To make the
selection expand from the centre hold the O key. You can hold
both at the same time, too.

TIPS
PHOTOSHOP MASTERCLASS PHOTOSHOP MASTERCLASS 

STEP ONE: Creating a frame

1We’ll be making the illustration from scratch, so first

create a new RGB document 2,000 x 1,500 pixels in

size (you can work at a smaller size if you wish). Create a

large circular selection, using the Circular Marquee tool,

covering at least two thirds of the canvas.

2 This is the beginning of our frame, and to complete

the first stage add another smaller circular selection

to the upper right of the document.

To add the selection to the last one hold the S key

before you begin dragging.

3With the selections active fill them with black.You

can do this by pressing either O-[delete] (which fills

using the foreground colour – by default this is black), or

use the Fill command from the Edit menu.

4Next, blur the layer using the Gaussian Blur filter

(Filter > Blur menu) with a large value.We used 100

in this size document.The aim is to get the two circles to

touch by blurring them.

6 You’ll need to adjust their positions so that you get a

nice “joint” between the two circles.When this is

achieved, drag them on top of one another to get a

perfectly hard edge to the shape.

5 To create the smooth, sharp-edged shape we use

the Levels filter which can be accessed from the

Image > Adjust menu. Drag the Black and White sliders

beneath the histogram in the Layers dialogue towards

the centre to solidify the blurry areas.

➔

➔
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7 If you zoom in close you’ll notice that the Levels

operation leaves a jagged aliased edge to the shape.

However this can be fixed by blurring once more, enough

to smear any trace of the jaggies.

8 The blur can then be reduced to a nice sharp but

antialiased edge using Levels. Pull in the White and

Black sliders beneath the histogram, but this time not as

severely as you did before.

9 Create a circular selection inside the shape and fill

with white to make holes in the frame. Create these

selections one at a time so you can move them into

position before you fill.

10 At this point we realise that we need the black

frame to actually be separated from the white

background, but this is not a problem in Photoshop. Layer

Option to the rescue. Duplicate the layer and turn off the

visibility of the background layer, then double click the

new layer to open the Layer Options.

11 In the Advanced Blending section, O-drag the

White “This Layer” slider to split it, and drag it to

around the 100 mark.This removes all white and mid

grey from the layer and you’ll see the transparent

chequerboard pattern appear behind.

12Now we need to “fix” the layer options effect in

to real transparency.To do this, create a new

blank layer and link it to the shape layer by clicking the

empty icon box next to the eye icon in the shape layer

(without selecting the layer first). A chain icon will

appear indicating it is locked to the currently selected

layer (the blank one).

13 Click the triangle in the top-right corner of the

Layers palette to access the Layers menu and

choose Merge Linked.The two linked layers will become

one and all the white pixels made transparent by the

Layer Option blending will vanish.

14 Before we add a bevel to the frame we can

change its colour. First load the Shape Layer as a

selection by C-clicking on it, then click the Fill/Adjust-
ment layer button at the bottom of the Layers palette

(4th from the left) and choose Solid Colour. A new fill

layer will be created, complete with a layer mask. Choose

a new colour by double clicking the Colour swatch.

15 We can now add a Layer Effect directly to the

fill layer. Click the first icon at the bottom of the

Layers palette and select the Bevel and Emboss option.

Adjust the Depth, Size and Soften sliders in Inner Bevel
mode to create the shape of the bevel. Adjust the

intensity of the Highlight and Shadow using the sliders at

the bottom of the dialogue.

DEFAULT COLOURS
If you need to return the foreground and background colours to
the default black and white quickly, press the D key.

LEVELS DIALOGUE
The Levels command is one of the most frequently used tools in
Photoshop. The dialogue is divided into two main control areas
using sliders. The upper set of sliders controls the Input Levels
while the lower set controls the Output Levels.

CHOOSING COLOURS
You can choose a colour from anywhere on screen by simply
moving your mouse outside the Photoshop colour picker – the
cursor will turn into an eye dropper. You can do this too in any
other application when accessing the System Colour Picker by
holding the O key.

TIPS
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TRANSPARENT LAYERS
You might wonder why we didn’t just use a transparent layer in
Step 11 in the first place. Well, you could, but the Levels
operations in the previous steps will not work – you need to have
white, black and in-between pixels in the same layer.

ANTIALIASING
Aliasing is the term used to describe the pixelated edge of screen
bitmaps. Antialiasing is the process of smoothing these jagged
edges by adjusting the colour of pixels inside and outside the
edge so that you get a more gentle transition of colours and
therefore a smoother edge.

LEVELS SHORT CUT
C-L is the short-cut key stroke to open the Levels dialogue. If you
use C-O-L the Levels dialogue will open with the settings
which were last used.

PHOTOSHOP MASTERCLASS PHOTOSHOP MASTERCLASS 
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22 The main ECube icon needs some extra interest

because the colours in the render are too flat

and uniform.To rectify this we add a Colour Balance
adjustment layer, a good way to stir up colour. Before it

was added a selection was made around the ECube to

isolate it, and when the Colour Balance layer is added 

the selection is turned into a layer mask.

23Now more of the general colour scheme is

defined we can change the frame fills to suit.

Each is opened and changed.To keep the colours the

same you click on the flat portions of the main fill frame.

24 Finally extra detail is added to the frames by

creating a circular Layer Path using the Shape
tool in Photoshop 6.Create a new fill adjustment layer with

the path.The colour is set to black and the layer blending

mode to Screen (making the fill invisible). Use the Layer
Styles Drop Shadow to create detail.The layer is

duplicated and scaled to different parts of the image.

19Next the extra “lobes” are created by

duplicating the Fill layer that is creating the

frame a few times and then scaling and rotating it using

the Free Transform tool again.To rotate in Free Transform

mode you drag outside the Transform box.Their centres

are filled with white using marquees on another layer

placed beneath them in the Layers stack.

20A background is needed and to supply this we

re-use the ECube logo, dragging it into the

document as before.This time it is scaled up and

repositioned and placed beneath all the other layers.

21 Keeping it the same colour is no good, but it’s

easy to change this in Photoshop. Add a

Hue/Saturation adjustment layer from the Adjustment
layers pop-up menu at the bottom of the Layers palette.

Move the Hue slider to change the colour to a cool

blue/purple and reduce the saturation.

16At this point you can bring in the 3D rendered

element that goes in the centre of the frame.

Open the file ECube.jpg from the CD. Drag the ECube

background layer into the canvas of the frame document

(you’ll see the edge of the document outlined when this

happens and you’ll know it’s OK to drop the layer).

17Drag it into position using the Move tool and

scale it to fit if necessary using the Free
Transform tool (Edit>Free Transform).You can use S and

O to constrain the transformation as with marquees.

18 Create a layer below the ECube and use a

circular marquee to fill the main frame with

white.We haven’t decided on the colour of the frame yet,

but we don’t have to until later.We’ve changed the

colour of the frame by double clicking the fill layer’s

swatch in the Layers palette and then clicking outside the

colour picker on the green ECube itself.

Photoshop tips

http://www.adobe.

com/products/tips/

photoshop.html

Adobe Photoshop 6.0

Classroom in a Book

Adobe Press; ISBN:

0201710161

The Photoshop 6

Wow! Book

Peachpit Press;

ISBN: 0201722089

Photoshop Workshop

http://www.rain

world.com/oe_99/

forge/ps_tut/index.

frame.html

Photoshop designs

http://www.designs

bymark.com/

Photoshop tutorials

http://www.grafx-

design.com/photo

tut.html

On the MacFormat
cover CD:
■ A copy of the
ECube illustration,
plus the layer files.

GOING
FURTHER
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